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Ad Hoc Group Favors ROTC Program

Thursday, Septell\ber 18, 1969
NEW MEXICO L060
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L-:arnpus • lriefs
the farm worker's strike.

Art Classes

Parking

Two new sections ol;' art
Changes in the de11ignations of
education classes have been
two
campuli ·parking lots that
opened at UNM ai;'ter sections
"amount
to just about a swap-out
originally planned were filled.
Creative Art Experience in the in terms of numbers of spaces"
Elementary School (Art were made this semester, said
Education 110) has b"en Sherman Smith, administrative
expanded into a lOth section, vice-president.
The new parking lot north of
meeting Monday and Wednesday
Bratton Hall was changed from
from 7:30 to 9:30p.m.
Pre-teaching Experience in Art "partly student, partly staff to
a! together faculty, staff and
(Art Education 320) has added a visitors and the lot at the
third section which will meet
Thursday evenings from 5:30 to southwest corner of the Union
6:30 starting Sept. 25. Students was changed from· a staff lot to a
one," said Smith.
have four additional hours of student
He also said the area on Yale
work, but hours are arranged.
and Ash now fenced for
Registration for the sections is demolition of Zimmerman
in Room 112 of the Education
Stadium would be available for
Office 6uilding,
parking in "a couple of weeks."
Homecoming
This area, a faculty-staff lot,
Homecoming weekend is will be used "for parking until
scheduled for Friday and February then will be lost to the
Saturday, Nov. 14 and 15. The construction of a new classroom
football game will be against building," he said.
Wyoming.
Censorship
The Homecoming queen will be
A
graduate
seminar entitled
elected Tuesday Nov. 5, Pete
Gross, Homecoming committee ''Problems of Censorship" is being
chairman, said. All queen taught this semester by Ernest
candidates will be presented at the Tedlock, professor of English.
"We will be taking up the
UNM-Arizona St. game Saturday
Nov; 8. The queen will be question of obscenity and
crowned in Popejoy Hall Tuesday pornography. We've been aware of
this problem all through literary
Nov. 11.
House decorations will be history. Various books were
judged on Friday Nov. 14 and challenged for a long time, Joyce's
trophies will be presented that "Ulysses," for example, and
night at the Homecoming dance. eventually some of them were
Gross added that the homecoming cleared," Tedlock said.
Joseph Zavadil, acting
parade on Saturday morning Nov.
chairman
of the English
15 will have both campus and city
department,
said, "The issues
participation. He also stated that
involved
in
'Problems of
entertainment for Homecoming
Censorship'
are
current,
they exist
has not yet been determined.
in
contemporary
literature
and
·Grape Boycott
will be problems that our grad
Grape Boycott
students will soon be facing."
Marion Moses will be at the
Brody
Newman Center Satu.rday, Sept.
Jerry Brody has returned to
20, at 1 p.m. to discuss the
California Farm Workers' Union UNM's Maxwell Museum of
Grape boycott and the dangers of Anthropology as curator.
the widespread use of pesticides.
Admission to the lecture is free.
CLASS'F'ED
Miss Moses is Cesar Chavez'
personal nurse. Chavez is the
leader of the grape boycott and
RA'l'ES: 7c per word, 20 word mini-

Poetry Reading
A poetry reading by UNM
graduate student Larry Goodell, .
and former graduate student Bill
Pearlman will be held this Friday
evening at the Yale Street
Grasshopper, 120 Yale Street S,E.
According to an advertising .
handout, the poets will read
"poletree, things, rhapsodies,
tirades, lullabies, the impossible,
reveries, gism splats, odes and
conundrums."

ADVERTISING

mum ($1.40) per time run. I£ ad Is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6e
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made in
full prior to insertion of advertisement.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

WHERE: .Tournalism Building. Room
159, afternoons preferably or n;ail.

1)

PERSONALS.

1969 MffiAGES must be picked up by
Sept. 30, or they will be sold for $6.00
on a fil'St come first served basis.
WHY! Because it costs $40,000 to print a
yearbook, tbat's why/. Mirage '70-$7.
PARAPLEGIC NEEDS ride to campus 10
am Tues. and Thurs. Call Gini 256-7790.
9n9
·
DO YOU bite your nails 7 Would you like
to stop 1 A limited number of pcpole are
being accepted in an experiment to stop
nail biting. Under tbe auspice!l of UNM
Psychology Dept. Call Mr. Stephen, 2772103 for appointment. 9/22
PUPPY LEFT at UNM Engiish Depart-ment on Wed. 9/10. Owner please call
2'17-2516.
STUDENT lD No. 685·44-2618, Gaudry,
Claim at rm. 159, Journalism Bldg.
STUDENT lD cards found. Nos. 655·747893 Lander, & 176-40·2312 Pickett.
Claim at Rm. 159, Journalism Bldg.
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BUR!YDN
IN ERNEST LEHMAN'S PRODUCTION OF

EDWARD ALBEE'S
WIIHD"S

.DF
VIRGIN Ill
WII'UDI.F
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IMPOIITANT EXCEPTION:
NO ONE UNDER 18 WILL
BE ADMITTED UNLESS
ACCOMPANIED BY HiS PARENT.

m
....... THEATRE

Septemberlft I.D. Re. quired

50¢

SUB

.

t •• _,

,

/Friday, September 19
Fridalj./ Cinematheque; ''The Thingn;
Union /thenteri 7 p,m.; 60 cents.
z:ay Night Dance; Union ballroom:

'l'hursday, September 18
FUm Societyj ''Ivnn the Terrible, J;Jo.rt
II"; Union theatet'; 7 P·II)·
Circle K: Room 178, Umon; 9 p,m.
Class of 19;14 Homecoming Reunion;
Room 230, Unfon: 7: 30 p,m.
Spur~: Room 231E, Union; 6 p.m.
Gradua.tc Committee; Room 253, Unjon;
.
9;30 a.m.
UNM Flying Lobos; Room 260D, Umon;
7:30 p.m.
UNM Mountaineering Club meet1~y.;
Room 250 ..0, Union; '7:30 p.m.; all m·
tercsted persons.
Square Dance Club; Open Square Dd.nce;
Johnson Gym, room 184; 7:00 p.m. no ad..
mission charge and no knowledge of square

8

Saturday, Septemb<!r 20
urdny Film Fnre: HWho"s Airnid of
Virginia Woolf .. ; Union theater; 7 and 10
·p.m.; 60 cents,
ll

RENT-A-TV

$1.00 n day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Deposit
Lower Moutblv Rate

Buck's TV Rentals

dancing required.

iw8..4G89
Color A vnilnble

7893 Lander, & 175-40-231~ Pickett.
Student Lobby; Union Rm. 250, 7 :30

p.m.; open meeting.

401 Wyoming NE-265-7982

HOLMAN•S

featuring; Drafting Supplies, Drawing Instruments, Slide Rules,
Maps, Technical & Scientific Books.
MENTION THIS AD FOR SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS

.. Artistically courageous and honest and
salutary •.• a genuine moral contribution ..
(John Simon, !lim critic, New Lead)

FORRENT
FORSALE

BASSET HOUND Puppies: For friend•
ship, but of show or broedilil>: quality.
298-8148 or 11601 Rosemont NE.
1961 MG TD Classic. Yellow, good condition, $000. 247·3060. 9/1S
1966 CHEV. Corsa Conv. See and inquire
at Coronado Credit Union Office, Carlisle
Gym or call 1'.77•2723. 9/22. • · '60 VW and camper for sale. $325 265-9325.
9/20.
CHOPPER PARTS for Hrtrlcy 74. Two
white Bates seats p!m chromed real' fen~
der brace. Also chromed •pringcr ~front
end and chromed brake assemblY. Closest
offer to $70 takes it. Will trnde some of
the above for a rigid frame for a 74.
Phone 277·4102 after 6 p.m. 9/24.
MGA hardtop, yellow/red leather In•
terior. Has had excellent care, m<ehanfcalfy sound. $675. Phone 844·4090. 9/19.

Sopaipillas
Burritos
Chi liburgers
Combination Plate

OPEN
II A.M.
DAILY

soc

Ity photography, Apply Rm. 20G Journ,
. Bldg. 2nd ft<10r• .
'
RELIABLE bABYSITTER wanted. 11 :80
· a.m.-6:80 p.m. Must have OW1l ~IIJ1...
•"porta:tlo!t. N~arUNM. Ca112Gii-S058 9t22<' ·

It means," said the committee
report, "that the method of staff
appointment is not subject to
faculty responsibility, and i.t
means that staff members are not
subject to the usual rules of
advancement, tenure, and
consultation with peers that
accompany decision on rank and
tenure. Instead of being
accountable to his own
professional colleagues within· ~he
University and in the academic
community in general, the ROTC
staff member is first accountable
as an officer in the armed forces."
The committee consisted of
Professors Garo Antreasian, John
Campbell, Harold Drummond,
Karl Koenig, Marvin Riedesel, and
James Thorson, chairman. The
administration members of the
committee were deans Thomas
Christopher, Richard Dove, and
George Springer. Students Robert
Aragon, Ken Gibson, Derek
Shannon, and Sandra Heide were
"appointed to the committee with
the understanding that only three
of them would vote on any issues
which the committee put to a
vote," said the report.
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Friday, September 19,1969

UNM Cheerleader
Accusation~,,

Former cheerleader Sam
Johnson said yesterday the
charges leveled at him by
members of the UNM
cheerleading squad at
Wednesday's Senate meeting were
not true and "were attempts to
misrepresent him to the student
body."
He also said he was badly
, misrepresented in an article in
Brian Gratton, above, last night yesterday's Lobo.
outlined the goals of the Student
Johnson was recently removed
Organizing Committee.
from the cheerleading squad for
what were described as
''unexplained personality
conflicts."

"Sunday morning, the day after
the State Fair parade."
Johnson answered the charge by
cheerleader Michele Cornali who
said Johnson had "not shown up
for any cheerleading functions
this fall except for the State Fair
parade."
Johnson said the State Fair

parade was "the only function the
cheerleaders have had this fall."
"The cheerleaders decided to
put me off the squad over the
summer," Johnson said. "They
said they didn't contact me
because they said they didn't
know my address," he said.
(Continued on page 5)

SOC Explains Goals;
Strives for Changes

Call 255-6364

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

4. For Rent

7. Miscellaneous

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ~--TIMES STARTING _ __

ENCLOSED$~--~

The College of Art and Sciences
allows full credit for ROTC
courses, and the College of
Engineering allows a maximum of
six hours credit "after careful'
evaluation of the individual case
to see if the course offered does
satisfy the technical option of the
student," said the report,
In the section of the report
entitled ''minority conclusions,"
the reports said, ''Under the
present contract (with the
government for ROTC), the
University, in effect, operates as a
branch of the government agency
even in academic matters."
That section of the report also
said "the fact that the subject
matter (of classes) pertains to
military activities is not the
critical issue. Rather, it is the fact
that the program departs
significantly from general
university tradition and policy
toward autonomy of academic
programs.
The limitation that the ROTC
program "departs significantly"
from the general University
curricula was called "serious" by
the committee, and "has led to
some unusual practices and

Were Attempts to Mislead

Frijoles

3 Services

problems within the University."
Responsibility, Tenure

Credit

Says Squad's

Tostadas

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

administration be constituted by
the faculty to consider possible
removal of academic credit for
courses in military training and
education beginning with the
incoming freshman class of
1£-71."
F-inancial Benefits
In the section of the report
entitled "majority conclusions,"
the committee said the navy
program, which enrolls about 250
cadets, "provides rather
substantial financial benefits for
the students in addition to its
training
and career
opportunities." The report said
the 35 air force cadets receive
fewer financial benefits.
The committee also learned the
commanding officers "operated
'on the level of deans, and
appointments of faculty to their
staffs have been left to their
discretion, just as appointments
below the rank of professor are
settled at the chairman and dean
level.' "
The committee report said
apparently "no military faculty
member from the ROTC units has
had any questions raised about his
academic performance which
required the attention of the
academic vice president."

Former

Tacos

i98o

G)
EMPLOYMENT
PHOTOGRAPHERS~w=A~N=TE==o~t~M~M~Ir-a~t-e
'70, OI!POrtunlty to oubmlt creative, qual-

Oversee Operation
The ad hoc committee also
recommended that Academic Vice
President Chester Travelstead
oversee operation of the ROTC
units. The academic vice president
also should "require selection and
appointment procedures for the
professor of naval science and
professor of aerospace studies (be)
similar to those followed in the
appointment of academic deans."
The committee recommended

Periodic Review
The report said the committee
did not concern itself with
curricula of the ROTC units, "but
it recommends that the office of
the academic vice president
establish procedures for a periodic
review of these curricula as the
colleges review the curricula of
their constituent departments."
If the faculty and regents
approve the committee's
recommendations, the Ad Hoc
Committee for the Review of the
Role of ROTC would like the
Faculty Policy Committee to
make a report on their
recommendations at the first
general faculty meeting of the
second semester.
"If no progress has been made
by that time," said the committee
report, ''this committee
recommends that a committee of
faculty, students, and

1830 LOMAS NE

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global J'an Lines Agent
All Types Moving &: Storage
Moving Is Our Only Business
For Free Estimates

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

I
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Dr. Richard F. Lawrence, dean
of the College of Education at
UNM is surveying several U.S.
Agency for International
Development projects in
Colombia.
UNM is cooperating in the
projects with the Colombian
Ministry of Education. The
purpose of the projects is to
modernize the Colombian
secondary school system.

SERVICES

' l

The Ad Hoc Committee for the
Review of the Role of ROTC has
recommended that the University
continue its contract with the
government for the continuation
of ROTC at UNM.
The committee will present its
report at the first faculty meeting
on Tuesday, Sept. 23.
"The committee further
recommends," said a report in the
faculty meeting agenda, "that the
several colleges of the University
thoroughly re-examine at regular
intervals the credit given within
their colleges for their degree
programs to see if the ROTC
courses contribute significantly to
their degress."

that lower level appointments be
made using procedures" parallel
to those used in other colleges for
similar level appointments," said
the report,
Normally, said the report, the
procedure will include a "search
for qualified" personnel, and
selection from several candidates.

NE\N
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Lawrence

F.REE ROOM to male with references in
exchange of duties. 268•3393. 9/19

5)

RFARID

. 20&21
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By SARAH LAIDLAW

Placement Center
Refueling aircraft, modeling ski
sweaters in June, patroling
uranium mines, blowing up
balloons, reading for the blind,
carrying coffins, and polishing .
jewelry are a few of the over
1,709 part-time jobs that were
filled by the UNM Placement
Center during 1969.
The Center filled a total of
3,064 part and full-time jobs,
received 511 company
interviewers, and 5,013 business
and industry interviewers. About
850 teachers were placed and over
400 jobs accepted in business and
industry.
Average salaries accepted in
Engineering ranged from about
$820 for Civil and Mechanical to
$867 for Electrical and Chemical.
$670 was the average starting
salary for General Business, $738
for Accounting, $788 for Physical
Sciences and $572 for Liberal
Arts.
In addition to assisting
students in finding part-time
employment both on and off
campus, the Placement Center
also aids graduating seniors and
alumni in finding permanent
employment. Interested students
should file an application with the
Center.

THE SHIRE.-A custom leather shop Dn
the Patio. NE corMr o£ Edith &
Candaleria. 9/18
LPN AVAILABLE for child care in her
home near UNM. Call 243-2570, 9/24.

RIC"IRRD

.

Brody was acting chairman of
the department of art during the
summer and was on leave during
the preceding year doing research
at the Museum of Northern
Arizona in Flagstaff.
During his absence, Ron
Switzer, associate curator, was
acting curator.
·

Committee Will Present Report Findings at Sept. 23 Faculty Meeting

lty will he accepted
e.t The Lobo office.
/ ' ~ ;~4-~~t. deadline

PLACED BY-~~----------~

L...,.....,...._.:-....:.•.;.·_.._......____..:.......:..-.;....;.;;.....:....,..·o..;··~·...._.....___....,....,_.....,_....,....;.....,..........,............__
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The Student Organizing
Committee (SOC) last night
explained it.~ goals would be to
"change towards those things we
see as necessary for all people by
any means necessary."
Brinn Gratton, in a statement of
aims delivered at SOC's first open
meeting, said the group was
conccnted with offering
"alternatives and concrete action
to what we see in the University
and community."
Gratton added "SOC was born
out of despair. Ten years from
now most of the people in the
University will become part of the
system we hate ... a system that is
training us and training us well to
claim morality while we accept
killing," Gratton said. "The
question is will you accept .a
University that is inextricably
bound to war. and death?
"The organization is dedicated
to the fact that there is just some
shit we will not eat and some
things about this University and
community that we will not
accept," Gratton added.
Milte Colella, acting chairman of
SOC, said "our consideratiollS are
not is it (what action they take)
legal, . is it propitious, but is it
effective?" .He added SOC would
usc established channels o11ly if

Personality Conflict
"The only personality conflict
involved was that I was the only
member of the squad who was
that was the most effective means doing his job for the student body
for carrying out the organization's and not just for my own personal
prestige," Joh11son said.
policies and programs.
Johnson also said the only
Colella also hit at "racism on
personality
conflict 011 the squad
this campus" and said the
was
with
Steve
Bass, cheerleading
University was dedicated to
captain.
"There
was no
perpetuating a systl!m whereby
personality
conflict
between
"blacks and Mexican·Americans
anyone
else
on
the
squad
except
are subjugated class." An example
Bass.
Why
didn't
they
kick
him
of this "racism," he added is the
(Bass)
off?"
Johnson
asked.
University's "refusal to do
Johnson objected to what he
anything about the blatant racism
in the Physical Plant despite the called "personal opinio11s of me"
fact four different organizations in • what was suppose to be a
have investigated the situation and factual article in The Lobo. He
all have come to the same particularly objected to a
statement which said "Sam
conclusion .
"Everyday you go to this Johllson is not an easy man to
institution you are participating in understand. When you first meet
the cont.inuation of that racism," him he seems as tempermental
and as frivolous as the flight of a
Colella said,
In other action, SOC established butterfly."
He said the statement gave "a
five committ£les to "investigate
complet.ely
false" impression of
and research problem areas and
him.
"People
who know me know
determille co11crete action to solve
that
I'm
not
tempermental and
those problems."
that
I
get
along
with everybody,"
One of the committees, "Yale
Johnso11
said.
Park and· Censorship," made
"tentative" plans to conduct a
Only Absent Once
"torchlight censorship march."
Johnson
said he . had only
Ellen Shoemaker, acting chairman
missed
one
cheerleaders'
practice
of the committee, p:roposed "one
u11excused
since
he
had
been in
course of actioll could be pasting
Albuquerque
and
and
had
only
Jeaflet.s over all four·letter words
oil campus... sucli as push, pull, been personally contacted for a
cheerleaders' me~tinl! once,
stop, etc."

Sam

Sa, m J o hnsoll, above, said
charges leveled against him by the
cheerleaders are "misrepresenta·
tio11." ·
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The New Mexico ~obo is published
dcily every regular week of the University year by the Board of Student Publications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and js not
flnantially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106, Subscription rate is $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the University of New Mexico.

Editorial

.

Impractical Proposal

Discussion at Wednesday's meeting of the
Faculty Policy Committee concerning the
creation of an independent and autonomous
graduate student government was a lesson in
confusion and misunderstanding.
Although the issue has been complicated
by misinformation and misunderstanding
both on the part of ASUNM and the
Graduate Student Council, the basic conflict
is clear and simple - graduate students in
GSC feel they have been ignored by the
undergraduate student government. It is
obvious that GSC's complaint is fully
justified.
ASUNM has traditionally been geared to
th$! undergraduate student because (1) there
are far more undergraduates than graduates
enrolled at UNM, and (2) the majority of
graduate students have neither the time nor
the interest to become involved in ASUNM
government.

But it is disturbing that the GSC has
abandoned all hopes for a compromise with
ASUNM in view of Ron Curry's recent
efforts to incorporate more graduates into
ASUNM programs. The position taken by
the Graduate Student Union (GSU) that a
split with ASUNM could only weaken the
potential for an effective student
government, is a realistic one.
GSU representative John Heide is
probably quite correct when he states that
the formation of an independent graduate
student government is not an issue of great
importance to most graduate students. A
separate graduate student government would
most likely perish from lack of interest.
If the GSC is determined to follow
through on its proposal for a split, we are
afraid it will find itself removing its members
more than ever from the mainstream of
University student governn:ent.

Bema
..
~~"is

unsolicited, signed guest editorial opinion.

By RICHARD TOMASSON
(The following is the complete
text of a letter sent to· Rep. Jack
Daniels, a member of the
legislative committee investigating
th~ state's universities by Dr.
Rachard Tomasson, associate
professor and chairman of UNM's
sociology department.)

I should like to go on record as
being very disturbed by Mr.
O'Donnell's report on the state's
universities. While I speak only for
myself, I believe my acute
discomfort is shared by many of
my collegues. Mr. O'Donnell does
not seem to have much
understanding of universities and
how they operate, nor of the
tolerance required for the
maintenance of a free society.
It is clear that he does not like
liberals, radicals, AAUP types, or
"troublemakers." These types
should not be hired in the first
place and are fired whenever
possible. He is disturbed about the
faculty radicals. who are trying "to
get in the act of selecting a new
president" at New Mexico State.
He likes the way ''hard core
faculty troublemakers" are
handled at Eastern New Mexico
by giving them token salary
increases of $50.00. These are not
al"d •t
\I 1 cri eria for evaluating faculty
in any respectable institution in
any democratic society in the
world.
Mr. O'Donnell sees the
university like the army with a
clearcut chain of command from
the president on down. His model
seems to be the New Mexico
Military Institute where there
have been . no faculty problems
:lxcept for ''One or two" faculty
' with liberal tendencies" who are
interested in founding an AAUP
chapter. Troublemakers and
nonconformists are to be got rid
of so as to make the organization
run more smoothly.

NEWS EDITOR

·-

A Letter to Daniels

His view of university structure

is mote authoritarian than would

be tolerated by most younger
clerics in the Catholic church.
The recommendations in this
report provide the path to disaster
- and I use this word with carefor the universities of New
Mexico.
( 1 ) The report shows no
awareness of the major changes in
authority relationships that are
going on in higher education in
America. Above all, the roles of
the faculty and the students are
b
ecoming greater, that of central
administration Jess. The kind of
mUitary chain of command model
proposed by Mr. O'Donnell is a
relic of the old cow college and
teacher college mentality and is
now intolerable everywhere
outside of perhaps the most
intellectually remote institutions.
(2) His model of the "fine"
faculty member and administrator
is one who is passive, accepts the
military chain of command, and is
"conservative with (his) feet on
the ground." This is in contrast to
what I would call the intellectual
and egaletarian type - a type
which very much disturbs Mr.
O'Donnell. He laments the
ega I i tarian faculty-student
relations that prevail at New
Mexico Institute . of Mining and
Technology, precisely - I would
agree the best kind of
relationship for significant
learning.
(3) Mr.. O'Donnell suggests that
sDs b e demed
·
campus approval at
New Mexico Highlands and UNM.
He overlooks the fact that we are
attempting to have free
universities in a free society. But
even from a purely practical point
of view this is a clear invitation to
campus disruption, an issue to
radicalize moderates, and,
anyway, SDS would simply
organize under a different n.ame.
(Indeed, it has already split into

two different organizations at
UNM with the one retaining the
SDS name being the more
moderate and idealistic.)
(4) To Mr. O'Donnell the
students are children to be guided
the faculty are hired men wh~
should know their place, and the
major decisions should be made
by the administrators. His
undiluted authoritarian view is
suggested by the following
recommendation about UNM:
"At present, the faculty decides
the President carries out. The pla~
should be that the faculty
recommends and the President
approves or rejects." (Perhaps we
should go all the way and salute
administrative officers!) Indeed
with all deserving respect fo;
administrators, they are more the'
housekeepers of the university.
Presidents are more the mediators
of diverse interest groups than
commanding generals.
(5) Mr. O'Donnell suggests at
least three years probation for
everyone before they are given
tenure. The intent of this is clear,
of course - to insure that tenure
is not given to any potential
"troublemakers." (This is one of
his favorite words.) Does he really
expect people with tenure
elsewhere to come to New Mexico
universities and wait three years
before they have tenure here?
This would make recruiting of
senior faculty virtually impossible
and is not the general practice of
any major or minor league
university.
(6) Mr. O'Donnell is very upset
about by the hippies in the Union
and Yale Parle Long-haired types
are fully entitled to congregate in
Yale Park and to use the facilities
of the Union as much as any other
category o£ people not affiliated
with the university. They can be
treated no differently than others
if we are to have an open and free
society.
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IEditor:
Johnson Defended
To the Editor, Charles Wood, Paul
Fleck and any other two-faced
white person: .
Every time a racial issue comes
up on the campus of UNM it is
swept under the rug. The last
thing a prejudiced white person
wants to seem to be, is prejudiced.
Everybody knows why Lionel
Williams was really put on the
firing line. Obscenity was never an
issue at UNM until Mr. Williams, a
black man taught the bare facts of
life to his "lily-white and always
right, mama's little virgin' girls.
You notice how the local
newspaper made it a point not to
mention that Mr. Williams was a
black man.
Everybody knows why UNM
has not broken any ties with
BYU. The prejudice white people
said it was a religious issue and
not racial. The prejudiced whites
said it was the Mormon's religion
and they could not and should
not interfere. The prejudiced
whites told every black student on
this campus in so many words, if
their religion steps on your human
rights and dignity then that's just
too bad.
Everybody knows why Stokely
Carmichael did not come to UNM
two years ago. It was not because
he was a man speaking against the
U.S. government, but a black man
speaking against the U.S.
And now this year Sam
Johnson. Sam was voted off the
cheerleading squad by a vote 8-1
(The Lobo lied, it was not
unanimous.) for the simplest
reason two-faced white people
have thought up for a long time
"personality conflict." When the
cheerleaders voted Sam out
Tuesday night, they (the six
present) all agreed that all their
personalities conflicted with
Sam's. But Wednesday night at
the Senate meeting, they lied and
said everyone on the squad got
along with Sam except Steve Bass,
the captain. rr that be the case
why wasn't Steve Bass kicked off
rather tqllq Sam?.
-- ··And the way they went about
kicking the man off was a crying
shame.
Here is an eye witness report
from Lynda Mitchell an alternate
cheerleader of what happened.
''Tuesday night at the cheerleader
practice, Steve Bass said the order
of business was remove Sam from
the squad. I asked him for what
reason. He said, "because of a
personality conflict between Sam
and the rest of the cheerleaders."
I said, "Why isn't Sam here to
defend himself." Steve said, He
was contacted." I said, "Did you

Letters are wel~ome, ancl should
be no longer than 250 words typewritten, double spaced. Natt!e, teJe ..
phone number and address must be
included, 11lthough name will be
withheld upon request.

tell him why he should be at this
meeting?" Steve said, "No but he
knows what's up." I said, "Well
I'm sure if Sam knew "what was
up" he would have been here
tonight." So with that the six
members present voted Sam off. I
said, there are three members who
aren't here. Steve said, "They've
already handed in a secret ballot,
Then Steve said talking to the
other members, ''We four guys
can tell him tomorrow he's off." I
said, "No I think you ought to tell
him tonight, I'm sure he'll want to
know. So Steve said "We'll tell
him tonight." 'l'hey jumped in
their cars and drove to Sam's
room at the College Inn and called
Sam outside to give him the news.
Steve said, "Sam, we had a
wonderful summer without you,
and we feel that you are a
hinderance to the squad so we
voted you out tonight." Sam said,
''Oh you did. Well, if that's the
way you feel about it wait a
second and I'll give you my
sweater. I called Sam aside and
said, "Wait a minute Sam, ! don't
think you ought to let them get
off so easy. I think you ought to
contact this thing because they
don't have any reason to put you
off for a "personality conflict."
Sam said, "You're right." He went
back to the group and told them,
"If you want my sweater come
and get it at the Senate meeting
tomorrow night,"
This is only one incident to
show how dirty and lowdown
some white people are. Some of
you whites don't reveal your
prejudice overtly, you do it
covertly, then you stick a grin on
your face to hide the sneer.
Blacks on this campus and
across the nation are sick and
tired of your two-faced lowdown
attitude. Personally, I have more
respect for George Wallace than I
do for a lot of other hunkies. He
hates me and I hate him. He and
his type of people would never
say, "I'm your friend, I like you,
. _thcn-··when my back is turned,
tune up his face and cr.ll me a
"nigger" in the most humiliating
tone of voice a white person can
use when saying the word.
Yes, I'm telling it just like it is.
There is no room for two-faced
prejudice. If you are prejudiced
you can't hide it. People see right
thru you. So wipe that phony grin
off your face.
If BnY white person feels guilty
or mad and starts to turn red in
the face while reading this letter,
then all I can say is ... lf the shoe
fits, wear it.
Lynda Mitchell
Barbara Brown

diamonds
watches
jewelry
gifts

$8 from Sept. 30
to Feb. 12

3019 Central N.E.

Fish Dinner Special

Akin to Volcano Rock

Every Friday All Day

UNM Receives Moon Dust
By MARCIA KALINSKY

double container was used as a
cautionary measure to prevent the
contamination of the sample by
any terrestrial dust particles.
Starting Monday, the UNM
team of scientists will conduct
tests using the $110,000 electron
microprobe and the $25,000 laser
probe to determine the conditions
under which their sample of the
moon's surface was formed. By
answering this question, some
light may be thrown on the
shadowy problem concerning the
formation of the earth and its
relationship to the moon.

"The dust obtained from the
moon is in many ways similar to
volcanic basalt which is found
here in New Mexico," said Dr.
Klaus Keil, UNM geologist,
yesterday at a televised press
conference.
Keil returned Wenesday evening
from the NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center in Houston
where he received a sample of
moon-dust. The 5.25 grams of
lunar soil which Keil received was
a much larger quantity than he
expected, Later this year he will
get a shipment of polished rock
and chips from another moon
sample for further investigation.
. Assisting Keil with his three
month investigation are Dr.
Martin Prinz of Tufts University
in New York, and Drs. Kenneth
Snetsinger and Theodore Bunch,
both of the Ames Research
Center, a NASA lab in California.
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Gates, Grills, and Railings
Straig.ht Arrow Album

Tender pieces of Boneless Cod Filet
deep fried to a golden brown, cris~
French fries, tangy tartar sauce and
toast.

this preliminary operation, the
actual microscopic study will
begin.

ONLY59c

No Quarantine
No quarantine measures are
necessary in the study of the
moon samples. Quarantine
procedures in Houston destroyed
any impurities that may have been
dangerous. Keil commented, "The
samples are the most sterile
possible."
Kei I, with investigators
throughout the world, will report
their finding Jan, 5·10 at the
Manned Spacecraft Center.

Limited Dust
At first Keil and his assistants
were concerned about the limited
quantity of dust available for
investigation.
"We were afraid when we first
saw it that the fine grains in the
soil might be too small for our
machines," Keil said. "However,
viewing under the electron
microscope showed that this fine
Double Container
dust covered larger, crystalline
The moon-dust sample was spheres that are as large as one
encased in a simple plastic millimeter in diameter. These
cc;mtainer, around which a layer of spheres are truly beautiful under
mtrogen gas and ano~per plastic th(J. microscope."
Since he picked up the sample,
airtight cont:ril',er·wa·s placed. The
Keil and his crew have attempted
to separate the particles into
groups according to thek
structure, size, and relative
Men's Dorms
abundance. After completion of
A late shipment of door locks
slowed work on DeVargas, the ~
men's wing of the new co-ed
FASHIOhl CLEANERS
dormitory between Santa Ana
and Santa Clara dormatories, says
Quality Cleaning
Bill Bierbaum, director of services
Shirts Done To
and auxiliaries.
Perfection
Monday, Sept. 15 was the target
Alterations & Tailoring
date for moving men into the hall,
ev"n though all the facilities are
not yet installed. The idea is to
Tuesday Special
move the men into the hall as
4 Shirts for $1.00
soon as there are enough essentials
to make it livable, easing the
1349 San Mateo S.E.
crowding in Mesa Vista Hall, says
255-2700
Bierbaum.

$9 after Feb. 12

Country Barn

Dr. Klaus Keil, above, holds the sample of moon dust he will analyze
He is also expecting to receive several moon rocks.
'

Moon Dust

~tes

$7 until Sept. 30

Free Gift Wrapping

Lobo Review

In Urban Society" by Arthur
By STEPHEN M. PART
Niederhoffer (Anchor
Yah, The Lobo's a kick. And Doubleday). And some pig's just
being review editor is fun. But rousted you in Yale Park, So the
sometimes it's just a job like any real import of the book gets
bagged to do a little hassling
other and work besides,
Lots of kidding from the rest of yourself.
Rationalize with the old signed
the staff about all the "goodies"
the mailman brings, but with editorial stuff, but maybe
maybe 25 per cent of the albums someone won't read this book
that arrive worth the first listening that could have changed the
- and then the percentages really direction of their politics and all
drop off if you consider those that the change implies.
The. album ends up Bobby Vee
worth a second playing- and 95
Gates, Grills &
Railings
per cent of the books excellent·- definitely worth the reading and (Liberty, LST-7612). Most
keeping, you find it's a hassle. everyoM now in college can
Everybody ripping you off for remember him - "Rubber Ball"
"D;vi'I ~r. Angel," "Run to Him"
I
books they say they'll review others grumbling about the He s trymg a come back, and since
crummy album they got stuck tt~e canned interview Liberty sent
With the ·album quotes Bobby
with to review.
But rarely does a promised "Well, it's very important to stay
review trail on in - so you find up with the times and to know
holes in page two. Then what's . happening" it's odd
finding Bobby so str;ight arrow as
compound it with an outside job
slipping graduate grades, and t~ . put down youthful protest
maybe throw in a hassle with the With. the beat of hard·psych rock
pretty freckled faced onll or the at his back.
He says in "Younger
ex turning up.... (delete old Lobo
saying as unprintable),
Gen~r~tion" he can't dig
Shlepp on home and find an permiSSiveness - guess maybe it's
album or slim book that will be cause "Frequently he picks up
worthy of the time of a goodly hitchhikers along the Sunset
proportion of the .campus Strip" (again from the Liberty
community to read a review press sheet). Bobby still uses the
word square .... enough said.
about.
Oh my ever livin' "'":'.the book is
Th~ b~ok is important - gilt i.t
bound to be sotnething· . like read •t. 'I, he Vee is not for victory
.• ·
"Behind the Shield - The Police -forget It,

t-Afirage

Petty's jewelers

Eat in our large dining room or take it home

2400 Central SE Across From Campus
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340

Attention International
Students and Language
Groups!
You are invited to join the INTERNATIONAL STUDY GROUP.
This is a chance to meet with other International students for fellowship, fun, and thought provoking classes. The International
Study Group meets at the Youth Center of the First Baptist
Church, 123 Broadway, SE on Sunday mornings at 9:30. For free
transportation call Mrs. W. B. Maxson, 255-9646; Mr. and Mrs.
Hollis Schulz,255-0139; or the First Baptist Church, 247-3611.

The most unique and exciting nitecfub in the Southwest.
Thousands of people weekly unleash passions and enjoy psychedelic
action and wild dancing in the Rectry.
The Zodiac Lounge is separated from the Rectry by glass walls, offering a fantastic view of gyrating wriggling boqies doing the late:$J dances.
See the flashing, blinking plastic dance floor and electmnic walls while.
relaxing in the Zodiac Room.

I ,

Mom's Lounge open daily at 11:00 A.M. in the rear of the Rectry.
Attitude Adjustment Hour 4:00-7:30 P.M. Monday.. friday.
Ladies' cocktails $0.25.

FUN
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U Might Owe State Taxes
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fiiXto
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lllt•Iobo
fiiXtheater
3003 CEN.N.E.

''One of our coll!lctions of rare
first edition books was examined
by a Smithsonian rare-books man
on a trip through here this
summer," said Ruoss.
The Thomas Bell room adjoins
the Coronado, and Map Rooms at
the head of the stairs in the south
end of the old library lobby (now
the reserved book room).

Lobo photo by Tony Louderbough

Leonard DeLayo, above, last
night outlined possible state plans
to tax some facets of the
University.

Student Lobby

Homecoming Decorations
Fall Into Four Categories
Four competitive categories for
Homecoming house decorations,
men, women's, mixed groups and
sweepstakes were adopted by the
Homecoming Committee last
night.
The mixed category, defined as
organizations with both men and
women currently in the
membership, was newly added
this year.
The committee also set a $150
ceiling on expenditures for house
decorations in all categories.
Pete Gross, chairman of the
Homecoming Committee, said
"they had no confirmation" of
who the Saturday night
entertainment will be. The Alumni
Association is committed to
bringing in talent for this show.

by
Ballou

Steering Committee

TRACE A STRAIGHT LIN
TO DILAZO SUPPLY FOR ALL
ALL YOUR DRAFTING AND ENGINEERING
NEEDS •. THE SHORT DISTANCE BETWEEN OUR
POINT AND YOURS IS

I

10%
.DISCOUNT
TO

Right

Across

Johnson

from

The Senate Steering Committee
yesterday gave "do pass"
recommendations to three
constitutional amendments, two
of which are designed to give
graduate students a greater voice
in the Associated Students
Government.
The first amendment would
establish a "graduate student
union" while the second would
allow all part-time graduate and
undergraduate students an
opportunity to become members
of ASUNM.

Gym

ALL
.uN M ~EITZ DRAFTING EQUIPMENT--- PICKETT SLIDE RULES
· STUDENTS 2524 Centred S.E.
Ph. 247-9778

~
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ClASS
RINGS

Need Glasses?

•

WOOLENS!!

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global Van Lines Agent
All Types Moving & Storage
Moving Is Our Only Business
For Free Estimates
Call 255·6364

Woolens of all kinds for all occasions. Most are exclusive
with us. 54 inches to 60 inches. $3.98 to $16.98 per yard.

CLEARANCE
one group

one group

SPORT
COATS

SLACKS
$50.00 coats now $25.00
$55.00 coats now $27.50
$60.00 coats now $30.00

.PRICE
All New Colors-Patterns-Styles
Plus Alterations and Sales Tax
Better Stock Up Now
Wishbone Coat Hangers 5 for $1.00

SPITZ ME 5 SER'S
310 I Central N.E.

..•., ·,· . ..

30.\7 Monte Vista N.E. :
Albuquerque
265-8608
Desk Accessories

FRATERNITY
JEWELRY

STATIONERY AND OFFICE SUPPLY

Prescriptions fllled-Repalr ~ervice
-Free Glasses AdiustmentComplete Assortment of Frames
Filled to Your Prcscrlpllon

BankAmericard
Master Charge
O~en 8:30-5:30
· Mofl,-Sat.
2312 Cenlral SE Opposite Popejoy Hall
I

.~ ....- - -

"Behind the Shield ·- The Police

Phone 298-5489

Patronize the
LOBO Advertisers

Casey's Rexall Drug Store
255-6329
4312 Lomas NE
.......

200 Coronado Cenler
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CASEY
OPTICAL
Next Door to

COPIES MADE ·WHILE YOU WAIT!

(Con't from page 1.)·
Johnson said a charge leveled by
Miss Cornali that he did not
attend a cheerleaders meeting
because "he chose to stay in the
dorm with his girl" was
completely false and constituted
an intrusion into his private life.
My Personal Business
"My girl friend wasn't even in
town that night, and besides,
that's my own personal business
and doesn't have anything to do
with my role as a cheerleader,"
Johnson said.
He said another charge by Miss
Cornali that he "demanded" $150
to send him to New York for the
Lobo·Army ganie was not true.
"Bub Henry (President of the
Alumni Association) told me that
the captain and and the co-captain
of the squad were going to be the
only ones going to New York, and
since I was neither, I should plan
on going to future road games,"
Johnson said.
"I had put the New York trip
out of my mind and I did not
demand the $150 that was left
over from Senate's allocation to
the cheerleaders last May,"
Johnson said.

401 Wyoming NE-265-7982

featuring: Drafting Supplies, Drawing Instruments, Slide Rules,
Maps, Technical & Scientific Books.
MENTION THIS AD FOR SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Sam Johnson

Party Supplies
Personalized Stationery
Monogramming
Greeting Cards

Prescripiion Sunglasses

GENERAL ANILINE C FILM CORPORATION

For the Friday night dance,
Sterling Nichols, chairman of the
ASUNM Popular Entertainment
Committee, proposed to the
Homecoming Committee that
"the entire Union be opened up."
"We could have 3 or 4 bands,
one upstairs, one in the ballroom,
one in the basement. There could
be a flat charge, about two dollars
to get into the Union," he said.
The coronation sub-committee
chairman announced white lace
mantillas would be used for the
Homecoming Queen and Court in
place of crowns.

HOLMAN'S

legislators to see the "Joe College
type campus."
Student Lobby Committee will
also sponsor a newsletter to be
sent to the legislators to show
"where ASUNM spends its
money," said DeLayo.

·=··

. 24 HOUR SERVICE AVAILABLE

~~

on campus sometimes announced
and at others unannounced and to
get them tickets to football or
basketball games and activities
sponsored by the Popular
Entertainment Committee.
DeLayo said this would enable the

UNM may have to pay back
taxes on approximately a million
dollars, said Leonard DeLayo,
chairman of the ASUNM Student
Lobby Committee, last night at a
Committee meeting.
The taxes would have to be paid
on receipts from any money
making ventures, such as
basketball games and
entertainment, sponsored by
UNM and ASUNM in the last ten
years.
DeLayo said the decision for or
against payment of the taxes will
be made by Franklin Jones,
commissioner of revenue tax for
New Mexico by Oct. 15.
In other committee business,
DeLayo said he hopes to bring
legislators from Santa Fe to
Albuquerque to show them how
things are done on campus.
He said he wants to bring them

Library Features State History, Artifacts

New Mexico Materials
The Coronado Room is devoted
exclusively to New Mexico
materials and contains copies of
city and county phone directories,
UNM publications, biographical
material of "New Mexico
person ali ties"' archival papers and
microfilm copies of all New
Mexico's newspapers, as well as a
vertical file of current general
information on the state.
Reproductions of inscriptions
from El Mooro (Inscription Rock)
in the northwestern part of the
state and Navajo rugs are hung on
the walls.
The Map room houses lunar,
aeronautical, and specialized coal,
oil and water location maps, in
addition to standard atlases and
geographical maps.
Maps of New Mexico include
the first official territorial map
printed in 1876, and a series of
minutely detailed city property
maps printed by the Sanborn
Insurance Company since 1930.
The Clinton P. Anderson room,
in the south end of the old
Zimmerman building, opened in
the fall of 1968 and includes
western history and fiction,
pamphlets, reprints and magazine
excerpts about the Southwest,
and Indian "ethnology, history
and prehistory."
Gifts
Most of the volumes were gifts
of Anderson.
"Most of the volumes in all our
collections were gifts," said
Ruoss.
Tax and election records, legal
materials, state records and diaries
of New Mexicans are housed in
the archives. Included are personal
papers of John D. Robb, Erna
Fergusson, the Maxwell Land
Grant Company, and the First
National Bank of Santa Fe.
A guide booklet to special
collectiom "to help the students
know what is available" is being
prepared by Ruoss.
Currently a history bibliography
for "the general' reader" listing
materials in both special and the
general collections is available.
Due to their value, nearly all the
materials in the special collections
must be used in the library.
Hours for the Special
Collections rooms are 8 through
4 : 3 0 p.m. Monday through
Friday; 8 a.m. through noon
Saturday, and Monday and
Wednesday from 7 through 10
p.m.
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NM Focus of Collection
settlers in the area were collected
By CASEY CHURCH
"New Mexicana," the state's by Dr, John D. Robb, dean
history and artifacts, is the foucs emeritus of the UNM College of
of the Special Collei.:tions Fine Arts.
Department of the UNM Library.
"We're now in the process of
Special collections includes the transcribing these onto recordings,
Anderson, Coronado, Thomas S. so they will be more accessible,"
Bell, and Map rooms, and
"We're now in the process of
archives, and is the repository for transcribing these onto recordings,
rare materials, or specialized so they will be more accessible,"
materials about the Southwest.
said R uoss. The original
"Rare books can be defined by recordings are kept in the library's
date, binding, or editions vault.
inscription (autographed) by the
Photoprints of 684 volumes of
author in a limited edition," said documents about the colonization
Martin Ruoss, Special collections of New Mexico, on file at Seville,
librarian.
Spain, and Mexico City, Mexico,
Phono-discs
are housed in the Coronado room.
Among the rarest items in the
collections are phono-discs of
Loans Collection
N I;)W Mexico's pioneers voices,
In addition to these papers in
photocopies of 16th century legal old Spanish, Dr. France V.
manuscripts pertaining to the New Scholes, research professor
Mexican territory, and emeritus of history of UNM, has
photographs of mining town life loaned his own collection of New
in the area during the late 1800's Mexico history materials to the
Recordings of voices of library.
Indians, and Spanish and Anglo
Scholes compiled the materials,
then transcribed and translated
the archaic Spanish into modern
English.
An extensive collection of
photographs of typical frontier
life and scenes in the region's
small mining towns made by a
German immigrant who adopted
New Mexico and fought with the
territorial militia are in the
collection.
''These photographs are
interesting for browsing, or could
be used for research in something
like costume design," said Ruoss.
He estimates that "more than
3000 people," mainly graduate
students and faculty members
working on research used the
special collections facilities last
year.
"People who come here really
work on projects," said Ruoss,
"and lots come to look at the
UNM things."
Bell Room
A copy of all UNM
publications, and theses are kept
in the Thomas S. Bell room, as
well as rare editions in all
categories of books.
Thomas Bell was a New
Mexican who donated a "major
portion" of the works in the room
to the library.
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Arizona-Wyoming l-lighlight
Weekend Gridiron Preview
Anyway you look at it .

The cold, north winds are
already beginning to shriek
through the central Rockies this
weekend, but the weather may be
the least of ARIZONA'S problems
when the Wildcats invade Laramie
for a game against WAC favorite
WYOMING.
Arizona ·stunned Wyoming a
year ago, 14-7, in a game played
at Tucson before 40,000 fans. The
Wildcats were supposed to only
have a small chance of winning
that one and grid experts are
giving them an equal amount of
chances this year.
Albuquerque's channel 7 will
carry the game live at 2 p.m.
Saturday. If the breaks go to
Arizona, the Cowboys could have
a rough time of it.

• •

J's Barber Shop

'•
<

Men's Hair Styling
102 Richmond N.E.

a

In other games areound the
area, BRIGHAM YOUNG hosts
COLORADO ST. in a game where
the winner will hold the
conference lead for at least two
weeks. Outside of the Lobos,
though, these two teams are
picked to dwell in the WAC cellar
all season,
ARIZONA STATE'S fast and
flashy Sun Devils open their home
slate in style against Minnesota of
the Big Ten. This game could
mean something in the national
ratings before the season is out.
WAC darkhorse UTAH hosts
Oregon Saturday at Salt Lake
City. Bill Meek's Redskins are
rated a sight underdog to the
Ducks. TEXAS·EL PASO takes
the week off after beating Pacific,
14-10, last weekend. The Miners'
next game will be next week in

Albuquerque against the Lobos.
NEW MEXICO STATE, hoping
to improve last season's 5·5 mark,
opens its home slate against little
Howard Payne of Brownwood,
Tex. And what could be a real
dandy of a game, future Lobo
opponent KANSAS tackles Texas
Tech down at Lubbock this
weekend. Another future UNM
opponent, SAN JOSE is expected
to be demolished by
nationally-ranked Stanford on
Saturday.
AIR FORCE ACADEMY, fresh
from an upset victory over SMU,
appears hungry for national
recognition as the Falcons take on
highly-touted Missouri Saturday.
Another leading area independent,
UTAH STATE, takes on Bowling
Green.

One·Half Block North of Central'*'
Mon.·Sat, 8:30 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.

A diamond is a girl's best friend.

1)1

$1.00 a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Deposit
Lower Month]v Rate

Buck's TV Rentals
268-4589

Color Available

· Foreign Car
Specialists

66og MENAUL BLVD., N .E.

Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experience

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

Free Estimates
265-5901
333 Wyoming N.E.

Coin-op Dry..Cieoning
and laundry
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
2.47.0836

(Coronado Cemer is across Menaul Blvd. from us)

ARIZONA'S DEFENSE might
tum the trick Saturday afternoon
when the Wildcats travel to
Laramie to encounter pre-season
WAC favorite Wyoming.

Patronize the
LOBO Advertisers

WELCOME UNM STUDENTS
Get Your

Special Pizza Ticket
and Save Meal Money

PIZZA
New Location
3901 Central N.E.
(Aliso at Central)
268-4616

When Out

WEST
Try Franks
PIZZA
No. 2

sports
fortune
.
By CHARLES WOOD

Lobo Sports Editor

College football kicks-off its first big weekend of the
season tomorrow and like some TV sportscasters love to
exclaim, it's getting better every year.
~ootball fans at UNM will have their eyeballs popping and
the1r ear drums swollen by Monday morning if they take in
all the grid action scheduled for this weekend. The airwaves
are loaded with football.

Football's first big weekend this season begins Saturday at
noon when Gene Osborne (K.DEF) and Mike Roberts (KOB)
broadcast the UNM-Army game live from West Point. At
2:15, ~hannel 7 will televise the Wyoming-Arizona game from
Laram1e. Later at 6:30, channel 13 will present a grid special
entitled "50 Years of Pro, Football."
Channel 4 steps into the picture at 9:30 Sunday morning
with a review of tomorrow's Notre Dame-Northwestern
game. At ten, Channel seven comes back with its "College
Highlights" series. And if you're still sitting in front of the
tuve by that time, there's more to come.

If you're still in the mood for football by now, we'll gaze
into our crystai ball and give you the Lobo's predictions for
this weekend.

Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

JEWELERS

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Channel 4 will televise a pro football doubleheader at
11:30 with the Houston Oilers and O.J. Simpson-led Buffalo
matched in the first and the world champion Jets versus the
Denver Broncos in the second. At 12:30, Channel 13
retaliates with a game matching the Dallas Cowboys and the
St. Louis Cardinals. Channel 7 closes out the evening with
"Football Follies" at 4:00 which it describes as a "variety
show."

RENT-A-TV

Let us help you make a friend.

Friday, September 19, 1969

ARMY 35, NEW MEXICO 15: Bookert will break away
for at least one touchdown and Scarber may be able to add
another but that should be about it for Rudy Feldman and
his inexperienced defense.
WYOMING 27, ARIZONA 10: In addition to having the
horses, the Cowboys have appeared as poised and as talented
as ever in pre-season practice. The Wildcats should become
the Walloped Cats before this game is over.
COLO. ST. 21, BRIGHAM YOUNG 20: This is the game
that will probably decide next-to-last place in the WAC. The
CSU coach's job is on the line this year and he can't afford to
lose this one.
ARIZ. ST. 42, MINNESOTA 17: U of M's Gophers are
favored in this game, but the Sun Devil's blinding backfield
speed should send the Gophers home in a rout.
OREGON 17, UTAH 14: Utah's improved this year, but
the Ducks are tabbed as a contender in the Pacific Eight this
season.
TEXAS TECH 28, KANSAS 21: The Techsans are
traditionally sporadic at the start of each season but the
Jay hawks should catch them on one of Tech's better days.
STANFORD 63, SAN JOSE 17: The Spartans receive the
first of many beatings they are expected to get this year.
NEW MEXICO STATE 27, HOWARD PAYNE 14: The
Aggies claim their first victory of the year over a weak team.
It will be another month before NMS even plays a major
school.
HIGHLANDS 8, HAWAII 7: Unless the surroundings
distract John Levra's Cowboys, Highlands should let its
defense carry it to its eleventh win in a row.
ARKANSAS STATE 381 ENMU 14: The Indians have one
of the best small college teams in the nation and may simply
have too much for the out-classed Hounds from Portales.

• • •
Do most accidents happen at home?
Not in basketball. So that's why columnist Bob Eger of
the Arizona Republic has nominated Utah coach Jack
Gardner as the nation's leading safety expert. Eleven of
Gardner's first twelve games this year are in Salt Lake City.

265-9967

Open 11 AM to 3AM

ASUNM Popular Entertainment Committee
Presents

FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY

DONOVAN

arge

to 4 AM

5700 Central SW
242-0811
242·7373

Tomato & Cheese $}·25 . &FREEFAST
p' I zzA
DELIVERY

hours: 2 p.m.-1 a.m.
Fri.-S.at.-Sun.
2 p.m.-3 a.m.

In Concert

WEDNESDAY OCT.
8:00P.M.
JOHNSON GYM
General Admission 3.00
Reserved Seats .4.50-.4.00-3.75
STUDENT DISCOUNT At AS Ticket Booth 2n·3141
Equinox Ud.
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"Gentle Ben" Bryant
Clemson football coach Frank
Howard, a longtime friend of
Alabama coach Paul Bryant,
admits that he no longer refers to
him as "l3ear''. "Since Missouri
whipped them, 35·10, I call him
'Gentle Ben'," laughs Howard.

Upside Down Shine

Page7

NEW

MEXICO

LOBO

PORTS
Sports Editot• .... " " ......... " .... " .. " Charles Wood
Assistant Editor .... " , .............. , . . . . Paul Fleck
Writers . . . . . Bob Looney, Howie Peter>on, Roger Ruvolo
Photographer ................... " .. Chester Painter

When Detroit Tigers' Manager
Mayo Smith started darkening his
hair this summer, Met manager Gil
Hodges asked him, "Hey Mayo,
are you standing on your head
now when you get your shoes
shined?"

SILVIANO'S
RESTAURANT
Original Mexican Foods
Eat In or Take Out
11:00 A.M. to 9:00P.M. Daily
5016·B Lomas Blvd. N.E.
268-0974
265-9952

Roast Beef
Sandwich
69c

••••••••••••
Dune Buggy Bodies
VW Parts-All Accessories
RODGERS & CO. INC.
2615 isleta Blvd" SW
5250 Lomas Blvd" NE
Phone 877-!034

••••••••••••
1916 CENTRAL NE
OPEN
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
11:00 a.m.
to
11:00 p.m.

Free lOc Drink
with every Roast Beef Sandwich
September 19, 20, & 21 Only

Things in life are often like this advertisement, . . not what they might
seem to be. This ad is not going to urge you to see the latest sexy movie or
read a just published dirty book filled with four letter words. Instead this
ad is going to ask you to join in a study of our "anything goes" society and
how many of the ideas now in vogue can be dangerous to successful living.
The College and Career Dept., First Baptist Church is now involved in a
comparison study and discussion of situation ethics and the Playboy philos·
ophy with what the Bible teaches about morality. All college students and
career persons a1·e invited to attend these open discussions. The place is 123
Broadway, S.E., and the time is Sunday mornings at g: 30.

Campus Briefs
Dance
The Vigilantes will hold the
Saturday Night Dance this week,
The d!ince starts at 7:30 p,m. and
admission is $1,

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RArrES: 7c per word, 20 word mini.. ·,
mum ($1.40) per tim~! run. If nd is to
run five or more cons~utive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10,
TER)IIS; Payment must be made in
fu1l prjor to insertion of advertisement.
Classified Advertising
UNl\1 P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
159, afWrnoons preferably or mail.

PERSONALS

1)

1969 l\IIRAGES must be picked up by
Sept. 30, or they will be sold for $6.00
on a first come first served basis.
WHY? Because it costs $40,000 to print a
yearbook, that's why/. l\lirage '70-$7.
PARAPLEGIC NEEDS ride to campus 10
am Tues. and Thurs. Call Gini 256-7790.
9/19
DO YOU bite your nails? Would you like
to stop 7 A limited number or pcpole are
being accepted in an experiment to stop
nail biting. Under the auspices or UNM
Psychology Dept. Call Mr. Stephen, 2772103 for appointment. 9/22
PUPPY LEFT at UNM English Department on Wed. 9/10. Owner please call
277·2516.
STUDENT ID cards found. Nos, 555-74·
7893 Lander, & 175·40-2312 Pickett.
Claim at Rm. 159, Journalism Bldg.
BAHA'I World Faith meetings Friday
7~30 p.m. 1307 Tijeras Ave. NE. Call
242-4839 or 242·8474, 9/19

LOST & FOUND

2)

WALLET. Student ID 585·18-6284, $25
reward-No questions asked. CaiJ 2991637.
STUDENT ID cards no. 585·07-0996,
Kloepfer, no. 686-44-2518, Gaudry. Claim
at rm. 159, Journalll!m Bldg,

SERVICES

3)

LPN AVAILABLE for child care in her
borne near UNM. Call 243·2570. 9/24.

FORRENT

4)

E'riday, September 19, 1969

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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FREE ROOM to male with references in
exchange of duties. 268·3393. 9/19

Moonbound Electricity
Project Apollo's fuel cell power
pl;ints, equipped with pure nickel
electrodes, provide up to 2,000
watts of electricity for the
spacecraft.

Vigilantes
The Vigilantes, sophomore
men's honorary, have elected
officers for the 1969·7 0 school
year.
Ta,ylor Floyd was elected
president and Bob Holmes was
elected vice-president, Other
officers elected are Chris Storey,
secretary; Neil Goldberg,
treasurer; Ken Shields,
parliamentarian; and Fred
Williams, historian.

247-4406

Lobby-Simms Building Downtown, 4th & Gold

DOUBLE
FEATURE

WORLD PREMIER

Student Admission
1.50 Anytime

Free Films
Students for a Democratic
Society will pre~ent a program of
"Newsreel" films tonight at 7:30
in Room 129 of the Union.
Included in the films to be
shown will be one about the
"People's Park" in Berkeley,
California showing the
confrontation between students,
street people, and police last
spring.
Admission to the program is
free,

TU RN ME ON II• •

Co-Hit Times
1:42-4:24-7:06--9:48

•

Friday Night
Late Shows
11:00 pm & 12:00 am

N.E.

3211 Central

111111111\IIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIII\IIIIIII\IIIIIIIIJIIIIIJIJI\IIIIIIIIIIIIJIJIIIIJIJIIIIIIIIIJUIIIIJIJIIIIIIIJIJIJ

Calling U
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIJIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIII

Thursday, September 18
Film Society: ulvan the Terrible, Part
II": Union theater; 7 p.m.
Circle K: Room 178, Union; 9 p.m.
Class of 1944 Homecoming Reunion;
Room 230, Union; 7:30 p.m.
Spurs: Room 231E, Union~ 6 p.m.
Graduate Committee: Room 253, Union;
9:30 a.m.
UNM Flying Lobos; Room 250D, Union;
7:30 p.m.
UNM l\lountaineerlng Club meeting;
Room 250·C, Union: 7:30 p.m.; all interested persons.
Square Dance Club: Open Square Dance;
Johnson Gym, room 184; 7:00 p.m. no ad·
mission charge and no knowledge of square
dancing required.
7893 Lander, & 175-40-2312 Pickett.
Student Lobby; Union Rm. 250, 7 :30

Committee Finds No Intended Racism
Members Investigate UMAS Charges of Discrimination in Ph)'sical Plant
A special UNM committee
made up of three faculty
members, a vice president, and .a
student, has reported finding
"that there is no pattern of
intentional discrimination''
against Mexican·Americans in the
University Physical Plant.
The committee reported it did
find "patterns of unintentional
discrimination" in that there has
never been a Mexican·American in
the position of supervisor and
higher because there are many
Mexican-Americans in lower
paying jobs, and few at the higher
paying level.
Recommendations
In its report to UNM President
Ferrel Heady, the committee
made several recommendations
for improving opportunities for
Mexican-Americans in the
Physical Plant.
Heady, expressing his
appreciation to the committee for
its summer's work, said he will
accept and act upon the
recommendations, "Some of the
recommendations are now in the
progress of being carried out," he
said. "The others will be
implemented as soon as possible."
The committee was appointed
by Heady in response to
allegations last spring by the
United Mexican-American
Students ( U MAS) that
Mexican-American employees
were being blatantly discriminated
against.

. Chaired by Law Professor
Willis Ellis, the committee
included Professors Julius Blum,
Jose E. Martinez; Vice President
Sherman E. Stnil:h; and ASUNM
President Ron Curry,
Reporting that it ".has found it·
difficult to separate the problem
in the Physical Plant from the
problem in society at large," the
committee made the distinction
between intentional and
unintentional discrimination
because "it makes a great deal of
difference in recommending
proper corrective measures."
Recommendations
When an opportunity for
promotion occurs, the University
should make every effort to
promote an employee and to that
end should post bilingual notices
of the opportunity and encourage
presently employed persons to
apply.
If a vacancy cannot be filled
from the ranks of the presently
employed, the University should
diligently seek to hire a qualified
Mexican-American.
A "really meaningful"
on-the-job training program for
present employees should be
instituted at once, including a
"diligent ·searching out among
unskilled workers" to discover
those who are capable of
developing skills leading to better
paying jobs. A statement that this
is University policy should be

NEV\1

p.m.; open meeting.
FridnyJ September 19
Friday C!nematheque: u'I·he Thing";
Union theater; 7 p.m.; 50 cents.
Friday Night Dance; Union ballroom;
8 p.m.
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the time period in question. While
this does not justify the fault in
any way, it does underscore the
fact that recommendations of
termination would be 11othing but
punitive steps directed toward
men whose behavior was typical
of employers in general at the
time.... Their conduct can be
criticized only now· in a time of
very rapid growth in
understanding of race relations."
Earlier this year, a U. S.
Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare (HEW) contract
compliance team investigate_qJ the
UMAS complaints and repaorted
that it found no general patterns
of discrimination. But the HEW
officials criticized the University
for being slow to act to enhance
promotional opportunities for
members of_ minority groups.
Remedial Steps
The University has taken a
number of remedial steps .in an
Affirmative Action Program in
accord with the HEW directive.
Many· of the HEW requests are
similar to recommendations from
the ad hoc University committee.
In addition to investigating
charges of discrimination patterns,
the University committee also was
asked by Heady. to review the
existing grievance procedure .. for
staff personnel. Ellis said a re~ort
on that aspect of the committee's
work will be submitted separately
at a later date.
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Fine_Arts College
Asks for Change

ID Required

50¢

Unintentional Discrimination
The committee said: ''The
unintentional discrimination of
which the committee believes the
Physical Plant management is
guilty has been detailed .. .in the
findings. The members: of the
committee feel they might well
have been guilty of the same fault
if they had been in the place of
Physical Plant management during

- ·----.--

Monday, September 22, 1969

Vol. 73

who were qualified for positions
of supervisor or higher, and for
higher salaries under the existing
merit system.
Relating the situation to the
general community outside the
University, the committee
observed, "It is an undeniable fact
that there has been in the past
intentional and unintentional
discrimination against the
Spanish-American or
Mexican·American in the U.S.
This· discrimination has
contributed to the result that this
group is generally on the bottom
of the economic ladder, the
educational ladder, and the power
structure.''
In a similar context, the
investigators noted that while
''some of the complaining
eyewitnesses" asked that the top
man in the Physical Plant
management be fired, the
committee members were
unanimous in their opposition to
such a move.

· No Evidence
The committee said it was not
able to find substantial evidence
"either way" on the questions of
availability of Mexican-Americans

//r

lVI EX ICO
September 19

posted in conspicuous places,
printed in English and Spanish.
A fair and equitable wage and
salary policy should be adopted
th!it will take into account not
only the prevailing market, 'lbut
also the obviously humanitarian
principle that a man must earn
enough to support his family and
himself."
A comprehensive brochure
should be prepared describing in
detail fringe benefits.
Because of real cui tural
differences between the
Mexican-Americans and
Anglo-Americans, "if a man
supervises a group of workers who
are primarily Mexican · or Spanish · Americans, he should be
familiar with that culture and
sensitive to its needs. In most
instances this would require that
he be a Spanish - or Mexican·
American himself."
A Mexican·American should be
appointed to the staff of director
of personnel. "This person should
be someone the workers trust and
could turn to with problems both
of a personal and occupational
nature. He should have sufficient
power to be able to investigate
thoroughly any complaint that
appears reasonable to him."

In P.r=. Requisites
Members of the Fine Arts faculty at their last meeting
voted 20-0 to recommend to the general faculty that the P.E.
requirements be left up to the individual college program.
Current requisites for graduation include four hours of P .E.
A.H. Seidler, chairman of the department of health,
physical education, and recreation, said, "This problem of
·departments wanting to change the P .E. requirement&~<has
happened at least two times since I've been here and when
the problem has come up, it has been referred to the faculty
policy committee."

Guessing Game

Okay, so what is it ... A Viet Cong booby trap . : ·.a b.ear trap .. · a
project for an outdoor art class ... a boy scout practtcmg m Yale Park •
.• doodling in sticks ... a mini·tent .•••

$3.3 Billion Last Year

Schools Feel Federal Aid

ELIZIIBETH TRYLDR!
RII:HIIAD . .URTON
IN ERNEST LEHMAN'S PRODUCTION OF

WIIHa•s

EDWARD ALBEE'S

RFRRID DF
VIRDINIIII
Vilgot Sjoman's complete and uncut I Am Curious ·(Yellow) is a "remarkable
film (which) has been playing for a long time to droves of. Swedes, and lo
several million people almost everywhere. It is the story of a young girl who
is or was, curious about politics, nonviolence, Zen, commitment, socialism,
other swedes and, to be sure, sex. It is a serio,us .film with a noble theme,
and in dramatic terms, it is original," says Look magazine. The Evergreen
Fil~ presented by Grove Press stars Leha Nyman. A Sandrews Production.

ADMISSION RESTRICTED TO ADULTS.
"

Sat. & Sun. Matinee 1:30

Evenings 7:15·9:35

IDON PANCHO'S 1
2108 CENTRAL S.E./247~4414

'
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WIIDDLF,
AI~ Starring
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IMPORTANT EXCEPTION:
NO ONE UNDER 18 WILL
BE ADMITTED UNLESS
ACCOMPANIED BY HIS PARENT.

Avnll!lble Now! Two Rra11t WtarnGr

e~o;,; atb~msl -O"f"ha ortHtn-;;11

muak:nlsountl _tr8 ¢k. 0Th~ ~omplete drnmntld dloloauo trne~

GEORGE SEGAL· SANDY DENNIS . Scr~enplny by ERNEST LEffMAN.

DIIOC(Cd ~y

MIKE NICHOLS

Produced on the Stage by ll•thnrd Barr andCitntonWttder • Musrc Ale• Nor ill· PRESENTED BY WARNER BROS.

September 20, 6:00 &9:00PM
September 21,7:00 & 10:00 PM

a

lll:!l

SUB Theatre
ID Requil'ed
Only 50¢

Latest government figures
confirm llvidence that Federal
funds are playing art increasingly
important role in the budgets of
both public artd private
institutions of higher education.
The Department of Health,
. Education and Welfare's (HEW)
recently released reveals that the
Federal goverrtment has increased
its support by $1.11 billion since
1963·64, to a record high of $3.3
billion.

ago. The reliance of public
institutions on Federal support
was up 7.6 percent, to 19.7
percent, for the same period,
Federal funds have become the
second most. important source of
private university revenue with
tuition and student fees being the
tnost important source of revenue
at private institutions. At public
institutions, federal funds are the
third most important source of
revenue behind state artd local
government appropriateions and
tuition attd student fees,

Equal Division
Public and private institutions
Gifts Decline
divided the federal funds nearly ·
equally in 1966·67, and Fe,deral
Private gifts to state colleges
funds now occupy nearly tw1ce as
and
universities declined for the
large a place ·in private institution
second
straight year despite a
budgets than they did 13 years

sharp increase in voluntary
support to the nation's colleges
and universities. Private
institutions received 14.1 percent
of their revenues from private
gifts in 1966-67. Public
institutiorts received 1. 7 percent
in revertues from all private gift
.
sources.
The large increase irt aid to
colleges and universities was
necessary to accommodate the
sharply rising student enrollment.
Enrollment irt all institutions of
higher learning increased by
471,000 between 1965-66. and
1966·67. This means that higher
education, in a single year,
absorbed an enrollment increase
comparable in size to the city of
Charlotte, North Carolina.

Stood in Past
"On the basis of its investigations, the committee has
decided, in the past, to recommend to the general faculty to
let the current P.E. requirements stand," he said.
"I don't think leaving the P.E. requirements up to the
individual college would be a good idea, it's not their field,"
said Seidler.
P.E. Requirements
"Some 90 percent of the public schools in the United
States require two years of P.E.," s~~d Sei~ler. "If I had my
druthers I'd have four years of P.E., he srud.
Seidl~r said "In schools where the P .E. requirement has
been dropped,' the number of students taking P .E. has l)pt
dropped but the people who need it most, get out, and those
who dor:•t need it keep on taking P.E." He said.
"In this age of cars and buses," Seidler said, "The need for
exercise is greater than ever." "We have more and more
leisure time and no skill to fill it," he said.
A solution to the P .E. requirements problem might lie in
. the proposed proficiency tests, he said.
P .E. Examination
"We feel that if a student is skilled and can demonstrate
that skill then the student should be able to take a special
examination, and if he passes, get an hour of credit in P .E.,"
Seidler said.
"A student could challenge all four hours of required P.E.
and be all through if he passed,'~ said Sei~ler. ~·we hope to
have this in action for next semester," he said.

